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President’s Jotttings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRESIDENT’S JOTTINGS 

Greetings fellow Shedders. 

Welcome to the August issue of the ‘Shed Chatter’. I trust you will all enjoy the read.  Please ensure 

that all members of your Shed have access to the content and the opportunity to read the many 

interesting articles that have been submitted.  It is worth noting the increase number of Sheds that 

are providing articles, thanks and keep up the good work. It’s great to hear all the good news from 

you.   

Again, the Covid pandemic has had a major impact on all Sheds in Queensland.  Having said that 

Sheds are to be commended on their recognition and compliance in following the State Health 

Department directives.  I believe that in no small measure the actions taken by our Sheds have made 

a positive contribution to the comparative pleasing results obtained in Queensland against the other 

eastern seaboard states. 

As noted elsewhere in the “Chatter” , it was disappointing that the Long Lunch 

planned for the commencement of the 2021 Men’s Shed Week to be held at Nerang 

on August 31st had to be postponed to a future date yet to be determined. This event 

is a collaboration between the AMSA and the QMSA. When it is rescheduled, it 

promises to be a cracker   

On Friday, July the 30th I was pleased, together with Lawrie Bingham our Metro North Zone Rep to 

visit the Shed at Dorrington to hear a very interesting and informative presentation from a Wesley 

Hospital Infectious Diseases Specialist.  Also among the invitees were shedders from the Arana Hills 

Shed. It was great to socialise at the morning tea with all in attendance. 

On Friday, August the 27th the Burpengary Shedders again hosted their Mower Race day.  

Approximately 60 men attended from 6 Sheds namely: Burpengary; Woodford; Dayboro; Redcliffe; 

Samford and Moodlu.  By all reports, with 15 machines, all in attendance had a marvelous time- what 

a wonderful social occasion.  The QMSA provided trophies that were created and made by Shed 

West (Kenmore)- thanks and well done Shed West. The next race day is planned for November.  

Congratulations on your initiative and enterprise Burpengary.  I wonder if other Sheds have 

considered hosting inter- Shed activities (Bowls, Bridge tournaments, combined market days and the 

like)? 

The Queensland Men’s Shed Association Inc has interim plans to hold the 2021 AGM during 

November, subject to Covid restrictions.  We will keep you advised on this matter.  This leads to 

consideration of the elections of Zone Representatives and Associates in each of our nine zones 

plus the executive positions.  There are many Shedders throughout Queensland who have the 

capacity and capability to represent both their zone and Queensland on the Management Committee.  

Much is now happening and your input would be well received in forwarding the Shed Movement 

throughout the state. 

Kindest regards to all. 

John Greatrex  

President QMSA       

 

 

1. The evening news is where they start by saying “good evening,” and proceed by 
telling you why it’s not. 
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THE QMSA MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE ACKNOWLEDGE THE ONGOING SUPPORT 

PROVIDED TO THE QUEENSLAND MEN’S SHED MOVEMENT BY TERRY EDWARDS (DIRECTOR) 

AND GLENN JACKSON (MANAGER) REPRESENTATIVES OF THE ASPLEY FIRM OF 

DLA Partners: Accountants & Advisors, Brisbane 

https://www.dlapartners.com.au/ 

 

Editor’s note: If you enjoy reading this copy of the QMSA newsletter and your Shed does not appear herein, look 

around at your Shed activities and take a few general photos. These then could be used in an article. It seems that 

starting the article is part of any writing block. Whereas having the photos already taken, your words can start to flow. 

 

Executive Committee: 

 President (Ipswich Shed) - John Greatrex - president@qmsa.org.au  

 Vice President (Shed West - Kenmore) - Gerald Barber - vicepresident@qmsa.org.au  

 Treasurer (Shed West & Indooroopilly Shed) - Russ Hawksford - treasurer@qmsa.org.au  

 Secretary (Spring Hill Shed) - Robert Collins - secretary@qmsa.org.au  

Management Committee: 

 Metro South Zone Rep (Sunnybank Shed) - Geoff Curtis – gacurtis51@gmail.com  

 Metro North Zone Rep (Samford Shed) - Lawrie Bingham - lawrie@bingham.id.au   

 Gold Coast & Scenic Zone Rim Rep - TBA 

 Sunshine Coast Zone Rep (Noosa Shed) - Ken Kipping - kmk2koala@gmail.com  

 Downs & South West Qld. Zone Rep (Pittsworth Shed) - Merv Kahler - 
mervkahler@hotmail.com  

 Fraser Coast & Bundaberg Zone Rep - TBA 

 Capricornia Zone Rep (Gladstone Shed) - Ron Steen - rons@qmsa.org.au  

 North Qld. Zone Rep - TBA 

 Far North Qld. Zone Rep (Marlin Coast Shed – Cairns) - Bob Stemp - 
sunsethills@westnet.com.au  

 

mailto:president@qmsa.org.au
mailto:vicepresident@qmsa.org.au
mailto:treasurer@qmsa.org.au
mailto:secretary@qmsa.org.au
mailto:gacurtis51@gmail.com
mailto:lawrie@bingham.id.au
mailto:kmk2koala@gmail.com
mailto:mervkahler@hotmail.com
mailto:rons@qmsa.org.au
mailto:sunsethills@westnet.com.au
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Tamborine Mountain Men’s Shed 
 

From Boards to Chords:  

Mountain Men Make Mellow Music 

 

 

Back in 2019, a group of members of the Tamborine Mountain Shed started a project to build ukuleles. The 

first task was to make the jigs needed to bend the wood into the shape of the body along with the patterns 

for making necks, braces, bridges and other wooden parts. The Shed also purchased a silicone heat 

blanket and stainless-steel slats, used to bend the sides of the instrument’s body. The ukuleles were built 

using various boards and offcuts of timber available in the Shed’s woodstore, gradually taking shape over 

the next few months. Each instrument took several hundred hours to complete, including finishing and final 

French polishing (over 20 coats!) Some ‘work-in-progress’ photographs are shown below. 

 

Attaching braces to the soundboard 

 

 

Gluing the kerfing to the sides 

 

Near-complete body plus neck blank 

 

 

Five-piece laminated neck (shaped) 
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Neck attached to body (dowels & glue) 

 

Completed instrument, ready to play 

With an enforced pause in workshop activities during the COVID lockdown in Autumn 2020, the first six 

ukuleles were finally completed later that year. Since then, another round of ukulele building has begun, 

with a further six instruments nearing completion. 

The instrument makers have now formed their own musical group, to learn and play their ukuleles. 

Emphasising the source of the timber used to build the ukuleles, they call themselves ‘the Offcuts’! Starting 

with the Shed’s Christmas Party in December 2020, they have then gone on to widen their audience 

beyond Shed members, playing ‘singalong’ songs at workshops organised in collaboration with the 

Tamborine Mountain Lions Club Inclusion Group (the ‘Mountain Mates’) and at the Roslyn Lodge Care 

Home in North Tamborine. The group’s repertoire covers a broad range of music, from standards such as 

Waltzing Matilda and the Hokey Pokey, through music from the 1950s and 1960s, including songs by the 

Beatles and Elvis.  Some of their own creations include an instrumental blues tune they call ‘the Shed 

Shuffle’ and a rewritten version of the 1950s song ‘At the Hop’, which they’ve called ‘At the Shed’, which 

celebrates the various activities of the Tamborine Mountain Men’s Shed. Here’s the first verse, as a taster: 

Well you can saw it, you can bend it, 

With a hammer, you can mend it - at the Shed  

You can fix it, you can fill it, 

You can chop it, you can drill it - at the Shed 

We’re living the dream, in North Tamborine - at the Shed!    

 

Some of the Offcuts, outside the Shed 

 

Carols at the Shed Christmas Party 
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Mountain Mates workshop session 

 

Singalong session at Roslyn Lodge 

 

The Offcuts are learning new chords and further developing their repertoire of songs. They are also looking 

forward to involving other Shed members into the group. And once the other members have completed 

their ukuleles, even more music will be made on Tamborine Mountain! 

Apoloogies to Mt Tamborine Mountation Men’s Shed- article was lost in the internet cemetery for misplaced emails. Ed 

 
Living Longer. A truism. 

 
 
Will You Live to see 90? 
 
Here's something to think about: 
 
I recently picked a new GP. After two visits and exhaustive Lab tests, he said I was doing 'fairly well' for my 
age (I've just reached 80). 
 
A little concerned about that comment, I couldn't resist asking him, 'Do you think I'll live to be 90?' 
 
He asked, 'Do you smoke tobacco, or drink beer, wine or hard liquor? 
 
'Oh not much grog these days and don't smoke' I replied. 'I'm not doing drugs, either!' 
 
Then he asked, 'Do you eat rib-eye steaks, fatty roasts and barbecued ribs? 
 
'I said, 'Not much; my former doctor said that red meat is unhealthy!' 
 
'Do you spend a lot of time in the sun, like playing golf, boating, fishing, sailing, surfing, hiking, or bicycling?' 
 
'No, I don't,' I said. 
 
He asked, 'Do you gamble, drive fast cars, or have a lots of sex?' 
 
'No,' I said. 
 
He looked at me and said,.. "Then, why do you want to live to 90?" 
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Long Lunch Celebration postponed 

Good Morning All Queensland Sheds, 

Back on July 14th QMSA circulated a date claimer for a Long Lunch Celebration to kick off Men's Shed 

Week for 2021. This was to be held at Nerang on the Gold Coast.   

Well, the events at the start of August or so have really changed the social events landscape for all 

of us, particularly here in the South East. 

It is with great regret, we have to advise, the outbreak of COVID has obliged us to postpone this 

landmark event.   

Even though the lunch was to be held at the end of the month we are sure you will understand the 

uncertainty about the next few weeks and a concern for our members' well being prompted this decision.  

QMSA and AMSA are very keen to hold this landmark event as soon as possible and will be working toward 

a new date.  Obviously we'll keep you informed, so watch this space.  

Cheers, 

Queensland Men's Shed Association and Australian Men's Shed Association 

 

  

  

 

2021 
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Starting as a three person guitar interest group, led by guitarist George Wilson, the Corrugated Shedders 

was formed in October 2018. The band is part of Carina Men’s Shed. The guitar interest group of George 

Wilson, Bob Ikin and Adrian McDonnell “performed” on Australia Day 2018 with “mixed” reviews. Apart from 

three guitars, this group also played a washboard and a tea chest bass. Freddie Butler joined the group in 

2018 bringing his washboard and tea chest bass expertise with him. The “bush” tag was eventually 

abandoned early in 2019 as the band increased its membership and interests changed. 

The band has performed at a number of local not for profit organisations, such as, Probus Mt Gravatt, 

Probus Carindale, Seniors Carina, National Seniors Carindale, RSL Norman Park, Seniors Salisbury, 

Greenleaves Retirement Village and the Luminous Festival at the Mt Gravatt Community Centre. The band 

has also performed at Carina Men’s Shed Men’s Health Week activities and the shed’s social events. 2021 

has seen the band complete eight gigs in the community with the potential for several more before the end 

of the year. 2022 also looks busy for the band as bookings are starting to come in already. 

Focussing on 50s, 60s and 70s songs the band has found that audiences really respond and participate by 

singing, dancing and generally having a good time. The Corrugated Shedders has been fortunate to receive 

a number of federal and state grants and they have provided equipment which has allowed the band to 

improve its performances and expand its community engagement. The band has fourteen members with 

varying degrees of competence. It encourages beginners as well as accomplished musicians and shares 

the singing duties among its members.  

 

Seniors Bulimba Gig 
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                                                                                               Probus Carindale Gig 

Bob Ikin- Carina Men’s Shed Inc. 

 

Social support for older men 

CONSUMER STORY - Whether it’s enjoying a coffee while reading the newspaper, participating in projects 

to raise money and help the local community, or to simply have a yarn with your mates, men’s sheds across 

the nation are making a big difference in the lives of older men.  

Men just like 82-year-old George Dellar, who attends the Eastern Region Men’s Shed program in Adelaide, 
South Australia.  

George stumbled on the men’s shed after attending a council expo in his local area, where the Eastern 
Region program had a stall, and has been going every Friday for the last five to six years. 

“You can do just about anything. We do a lot of carpentry...fixing and making things. One guy is currently 
making a square table with holes that will fit a wine glass which folds up. The shed keeps you off the streets 
and keeps you busy,” he says. 

“That’s what it’s all about….talking and interaction. And you don’t have to do anything. Some people just 
come to have a chat, have a coffee with your mates. Some people do the quiz in The Australian.” 

Community Engagement Manager at Australian Men’s Shed Association, Gary Green, says if you can think 
of it, it’s probably happening somewhere in a men’s shed in Australia.  

Read more @…. Social support for older men (agedcareguide.com.au)  

  

A good mood like is like a balloon, one prick is all it takes to ruin it. 

https://www.agedcareguide.com.au/information/social-support-for-older-men
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Oakey Men’s Shed 
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DOES YOUR SHED HAVE: 
 

 Excess tools? 

 Tools you no longer need or use? 

 Equipment excess to your needs? 

 

  Our Shed Mates at Logan City Men's Shed have started the 

"Tools for Fiji Campaign'' 
They are collecting surplus tools and equipment, cleaning them up, 

testing and tagging (if required) and sending them off to Fiji for 

the benefit of community groups. 

This will start the first Men’s Shed in Fiji. 

If your Shed has surplus tools or equipment and you would like to 

help the Logan guys in this good cause, the contact details are: 

 
President Logan City Men's Shed 

161B Magnesium Drive 
Crestmead 

E: bigjonno0069@yahoo.com.au 
M: 0483 223 204 

Regards 
Geoff Curtis 
QMSA Brisbane South Zone Rep 
0421 376 097 
www.qmsa.org.au  

 

 

 

Queensland Men’s Shed Association 

A train station is where the train stops. A bus station is where the bus stops. 

On my desk, I have a work station… 

mailto:bigjonno0069@yahoo.com.au
http://www.qmsa.org.au/
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Summary of Features and Benefit 

on using the QMSA Website

 

All Queensland Sheds are encouraged to check www.qmsa.org.au at least monthly for updates and provide 

photos, event flyers or details of goods for sale/purchase/give-away as often as they can to make the web 

more interesting for everyone to read and get ideas for their own sheds. 

A guide of the menu headers and where to look for you might need to get value out of the QMSA website: 

 Home is the first page users will always see and the contents will remain reasonably static as it 

serves as a reference point for many to drill-down to View the Benefits and Join QMSA Today, be 

aware of our own aims and rules with the links to The Objects of QMSA and Queensland Men’s 

Shed Association Rules or another link to Find a Men’s Shed. 

 Shed Chatter, all of the popular newsletters are linked to this permanent archive where you can 

look back for good ideas to help your own shed.  

 Alerts with a prime purpose of taking you to Workplace Health and Safety publications and 

regulations, a useful service from QMSA as others may not always publish what is the actual law in 

Queensland.  We are also using the Alerts page to publicise shed events, you will see flyers for golf 

days, mower racing etc.  We can inform all Queensland sheds of your special event in the future if 

you send us the details. 

 Member Area can only be accessed by paid-up shed members of QMSA with the latest password 

emailed by Gerald Barber to paid-up sheds on 2nd July 2021.  There are 3 very useful pathways in 

Member Area, Tool Box which includes Tool Box #1 and Asset Register Guidelines, both are 

excellent documents to aid good governance in your shed and easily adapted to suit your own 

circumstances or to help having the right procedures if you are going through the ACNC/Deductible 

Gift Recipient registration process.  There is the link Trading to get items listed on this website and 

we encourage sheds to use this feature, getting volume on here will get value for all users.  The 

final link here is Vehicle Purchase Discounts, great for any QMSA registered shed member in the 

market for a new car and potential for other suppliers to offer discounts in the future. 

 Trading is also in the top line of your menu header, users are encouraged to list here often to 

receive value for themselves, clear some clutter out of the shed or to help others with tooling up 

their shed.  The idea is to look here often, so we do need items listed by you to trade. 

 Photos are good to reflect on your own shed activities put up for others to see what shedders are 

doing in the state.  It is important to keep this area fresh so please send in your photos perhaps at 

the same time as writing your Shed Chatter articles. 

 Contact Us is the final item on the menu, it contains a facility to directly contact QMSA plus lists all 

essential QMSA contact information including a full list of committee members with their positions 

and a repeat of the link on the benefits of joining QMSA. 

 

  
After millions of years of evolution, you’re kind of a disappointment. 
 

Alcohol does not solve any problems, but then again, neither does milk. 

 

about:blank
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MAREEBA MEN’S SHED AT THE RODEO. 

COVID 19 again nearly put the kybosh on the Mareeba Rodeo. However, the rodeo, one Mareeba’s biggest 

days, having originally being cancelled, was resurrected as a single day event, it is normally a 3-day 

festival.  

The day attracted nearly 10,000 attendees from all over the region. The weather was just fantastic and 

families, young people and the older brigade came out to enjoy the rodeo events and the adjacent 

fairground.  

By 10 am, the carpark was nearly packed, and people were still coming in after dark. It was obvious to all 

that the locals were just in mood to shake off the COVID blues. 

The Mareeba Men’s Shed members manned a Pie and Drinks stall for the day, competing with many many 

stalls offering a wide range of delicious food. Shed members were rostered on in 2 hour shifts to share the 

load of serving. Sometimes, we were flat out selling and at other times we were flat out chatting. All in the 

day’s fun.  

The noise coming from the stands in the main arena was non-stop, and the patrons on the fair rides 

screamed their heads off. People enjoying themselves, just wonderful. 

At the end of the day when the monies were added up the Shed made a sizable profit. Importantly we were 

out there showing off our Shed and doing a good job for the local community. Roll on Rodeo 2022, Let’s 

hope the pandemic will be behind us. 

 

A quiet start to the day!! 
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OPEN DAYS AT WOODTURNERS SOCIETY OF QUEENSLAND 
 

The Woodturners Society of Queensland was founded in 1979, and became a member of the Australian Men’s 

Shed Association in 2012. After not having our own shed or workshop for the first 10 years, we took over the 

Buranda Scout Hall in Pine Street Greenslopes in 1980. The building was extended in 2012, when we added a 

60-seat Auditorium, library, kitchen and a second workshop dedicated to toy making and general woodwork. 

Although a member of AMSA and QMSA, WSQ has always been open to women and men of all ages. Our 

current membership is about 200, including 25 women. Discounted membership rates are available for full-time 

students and families. 

On Saturday morning 20 June, we had our prize-giving ceremony for the Annual Woodturning Competition, 

which attracted over 100 entries from members. This event was followed by our Open Days. All of the 

competition entries were on display during the Open Days, as well as a range of woodcraft items available for 

sale to the public. We also had woodturning, toymaking and pyrography demonstrations throughout the weekend, 

as well as morning teas and a sausage sizzle. The Open Days attracted over 200 visitors and raised $550 for the 

club. 

In addition to the Open Weekend in June, WSQ’s usually holds two Exhibition events every year at Mt Coot-tha 

Botanic Gardens Auditorium, in August and November. Unfortunately, for the second year in a row, the August 

Exhibition had to be cancelled because of the extended COVID-19 lockdown in Brisbane. We are keeping our 

fingers crossed that the Christmas Exhibition and Sales Event scheduled for the weekend of 27-28 November 

will be able to go ahead.  

    
Woodturning displays at WSQ Open Days 

   

Pyrography and box-making displays at WSQ Open Days 
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Left: Pair of identical lidded containers by Wayne Molloy, winner of the People’s Choice Award 

Right: WSQ member Richard Cooper admires Don McMillan’s ornament display 

 

   
Woodturning demonstrations by Simon Dowd, Don Randall and Brian Creese  
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Tamborine Mountain Men’s Shed Celebrates 10th Anniversary 

In early March 2020, most Australian states commenced the first of many Covid -19 lockdowns. The 

unwanted, but necessary, lockdowns continue into August 2021 with Men’s Shed members occasionally 

being deprived of their weekly 

‘DIY Fix”. In December 

2019/January 2020, and prior to 

the initial lockdown, the 

Tamborine Mountain Men’s Shed 

was preparing to celebrate its 

10-year Anniversary. Invitations 

were issued, cakes baked and a 

timber honour board 

manufactured. Although not as 

catastrophic as other life-

threatening events occurring 

world-wide, our membership was at risk of being denied the opportunity to celebrate this significant 

milestone. Fortunately, on 29th February 2020, and just before the lockdown was enforced, the planets 

aligned allowing over fifty members, past members and members’ guests to celebrate the 10th anniversary of 

the Tamborine Mountain Men’s Shed. Whilst it seems a lifetime ago, the disruptions during 2020 

overshadowed the sharing of this event in the Shed Chatter. 

The note-worthy celebrations included unveiling a 2.4 metre X 1.2 metre honour board, which was 

manufactured at the Shed by shed members and features names of all 120 past and present shed members 

since the Shed’s inception in 2010. As at 31st July 2021, with the current active members totalling 65, the 

number of members’ names on the honour board has increased to 151. 

The shed members are justifiably 

proud of their involvement and 

inclusiveness in the Gold Coast 

hinterland township, with its 

relatively-small population of 

around 7,000 residents. During 

the 2020 ceremony, the honour 

board was unveiled by 

immediate-past President Allan 

Meyers and then Shed President, 

Steve Pinder. The current 

President is Paul Hunt. 

Such an occasion warranted a celebratory cake. The local Wilderflower & 

Wanderberries Specialty Cakery & Bakehouse, located in Main Street, 

responded to a request for an iced cake with a ‘Shed’ theme. And they delivered 

in spades, or rather, with a hammer and handsaw, together with the Shed’s logo. 

The cake was ceremonially cut by the Shed’s most senior member, by age, 

Keith Auld (93 years) and the most junior member, 21-year-old Jessee Ireland.  

Unveiling an Honour Board, celebrating the 10-year anniversary are (L to R) 

former Presidents Allan Meyers and Steve Pinder. 
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The celebration also included a musical rendition of hand-made ukuleles, guitar, (North American) dulcimer 

and ‘largerphone’ performed by four Shed members, Rob Reed, Daryl Furness, current President Paul Hunt 

and Keith Browning, who, paradoxically, played under the band name of the Wood-butchers Quartet. The 

meticulously-crafted instruments are anything but butchered wood. Since 2020, the ensemble has grown in 

number. Therefore the ‘Quartet’ title is no longer appropriate.  

The five- and sometimes six-person group now performs under the name of the Offcuts, as reported on in the 

most-recent edition of the Shed Chatter. 

In its formative years, and by virtue of 

the fact that most of its members 

were retirees, the Shed’s opening 

hours were once-weekly on 

Thursdays. Demand soon 

necessitated adding Tuesdays; 

making it a twice-weekly operation. 

Even more recently, and in spite of 

Covid-19 lockdowns, it became 

evident that men, who are still in the 

traditional Monday to Friday 

workforce, could also benefit from what the shed has to offer. To that end, the Shed now caters for working 

folks by also opening on Saturdays. 

 

  

  

Playing hand-made instruments, the ‘Wood-butchers Quartet’ added to the 

occasion of the 10-year anniversary celebrations. 

Tamborine Mountain Men’s Shed picturesque location. 

Any of us has the capacity to light up a room. Some when they enter, others when they leave it. 
 
As long as cocoa beans grow on trees, chocolate is fruit to me. 
 
Before my first cup of coffee I hate everybody. That doesn’t change after I’ve had that coffee, 
but it feels much better. 
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Forest Lake Men's Shed Inc 
July 31 at 4:29 PM  ·  

On a cool but beautiful Saturday morning, 31 July 2021, the Centenary Crime Prevention Unit, Police, Police Recruits 

and Volunteers in Policing, appropriately “masked”, descended on the Forest Lake Men's Shed to fit anti-theft number 

plate screws to local vehicles. 

In the second such event hosted by the Men's Shed in 2021, 30 vehicles were fitted with these special screws to reduce 

the opportunities for theft of number plates. While the numbers were down on the previous event, it is likely that the 

Covid “mask requirements deterred some people.  

Number plate theft is just one of the many ways that thieves try to disguise 

themselves – your number plates can be their “disguise”. Stolen number 

plates can be used in various offences and by fitting anti-theft screws 

vehicles are largely protected. That doesn’t mean that other vehicle security 

measures can be ignored – the Queensland Police Service fact sheet 

looking at vehicle security includes a number of strategies that motorists 

can use to protect their vehicles, including the use of anti-theft number 

plate screws. he Mobile Police Beat provided the “office” for the event 

which was supported by residents  of Forest Lake and surrounding areas. 

As host of the event, the Forest Lake Men's Shed had advertised locally 

and 18 of the vehicles fitted were “local”, while the other 12 came from 

nearby areas. Two other drivers came along but their vehicles already had 

security screws fitted to their number plates.  

A Police Recruit fits anti-theft screws 

It is pleasing to see a local group caring about local residents and the 

efforts of members made the morning possible, and very successful. 

The “Shed” members sizzled sausages and the coffee van was there to 

fortify both workers and the motorists who came along to join the event. 

If you weren’t able to make it this morning, the Centenary Crime Prevention Unit is based at Calamvale Police Station 

and residents are welcome to call the Unit on 3131 7381 to find out when they can attend the station to have the anti-

theft number plate screws fitted. 

With another short lockdown, this service will not be available on Monday or Tuesday next week but officers or ViPs will 

be happy to help at any time the station is open. 

 

 

   

    

It seems my security cameras 

have been hacked!! Editor 

Actually, my wife said that she had 

not seen me so active for some time! 

https://www.facebook.com/Forest-Lake-Mens-Shed-Inc-327110310818031/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWDAIFPZAfy2VHOSZ3d07j3_cZupmJdu4ABaVxpgePNvnD1ScaZz_fohpnI0Es9-wCQjcBDAaHEUXkTXcWWztpRcHfMmU9ytEdIEq3i2KSdxUM3D2-AAe_mCfqfbSuDsj7Tv3m_iujL3mcEifez7z-1aM658Qadgdl8Ts82q-ZB1nleriAy5KgII9oFWsRmgCY&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1681908258671556&id=327110310818031&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWDAIFPZAfy2VHOSZ3d07j3_cZupmJdu4ABaVxpgePNvnD1ScaZz_fohpnI0Es9-wCQjcBDAaHEUXkTXcWWztpRcHfMmU9ytEdIEq3i2KSdxUM3D2-AAe_mCfqfbSuDsj7Tv3m_iujL3mcEifez7z-1aM658Qadgdl8Ts82q-ZB1nleriAy5KgII9oFWsRmgCY&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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Hi, this is the Beenleigh District Men’s Shed.  We are located on Plantation Road in Beenleigh and were 

established in March 2016. Our first workshop was at Beenleigh State High School.  The site we now occupy 

is a building located in the old Beenleigh Logan City Council Depot on Plantation Road and we are thankful 

to the Council who allow us to use the site at a minimal cost.  

As with most Men’s Sheds, many of our members are old tradies, home handy-men, and blokes looking to 

connect with people with similar interests.  Like all Sheds we do not specify any particular skills since all are 

welcome even if only for a yarn. 

At BDMS we are always concerned with ensuring safety in the workshops.  Our members use a variety 

of equipment such as wood lathes, table-saws, and routers just to mention a few.  

At BDMS we assess members on their ability to use this equipment by having them complete a Safe 

Operating Procedure (SOP) form for all machinery they wish to use and this is co-signed by one of our 

trade-skilled members. 

As we know, keeping control of which member can use what machine is an ongoing problem as although a 

member may not have been approved to use a table-saw, for example, he may decide to use it regardless of 

his lack of skill to do so.   In 99% of the times this may happen there might not be a problem, yet it opens a 

“liability can of worms” as it’s not clear whether the person concerned or BDMS would be covered by 

insurance should an injury to that person occur.  This has led to one of our latest innovations.   

At BDMS we are in the process of installing a Card Access System to machines of high risk.   

After each member is assessed via the completion of a Standard Operating Procedure form, this is recorded 

on a data base and then they are supplied with a swipe card that is programmed with each machine they 

can use.  Any machine they wish to use can only be started with the swipe of a card programmed to suit.  

The control unit on the machine records up 200 users thereby allowing us to back-track regarding who 

last used each machine and when each machine was last activated.  Members are advised of this and told 

not to activate a machine for others who have not completed the SOP as they are taking sole responsibility 

for the other person’s use of the machine if they do so. 

Please note even this system cannot guarantee 100% safety as even an experienced member can have an 

accident -- as happened just before Easter at BDMS when a moment of inattentiveness on a table-saw 

resulted in a minor injury to one of our members!  This shows us how important it is to be aware of risks and 

hazards. 

Our BDMS members have embraced the system with everyone wanting swipe cards for any machines 

they use.  Consequently, there has been no backlash to the installation of the system as everyone sees the 

benefits of it.  They also know that if they need training to use a particular machine it will happen and will be 

recorded on their card and the shed database for future reference.    

The Card Access System has been supplied by an Australian company (Sole Digital in Western 

Australia).   We are using their APP 107 access packs on machines and software to suit, and the person to 
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contact at Sole Digital regarding this is Mr Paul Kelly.  Paul has been extremely helpful with the set-up of 

machines and software and he can also advise you on the cost of the system.   Paul is a supporter of Men’s 

Sheds and is open to discussion in regard to any Shed’s requirements. 

The thicknesser is well used however if a member is 

careless when processing second-hand timber, one nail 

will ruin the blades.  A set of blades at the moment costs 

$120.00 and we found out the blades for this machine 

are unable to be sharpened. This puts it out of action 

until repaired and the last set of blades took 3 weeks to 

arrive from our supplier. 

The card reader system keeps track of members using 

it and we encourage our members to inform the 

committee if it is damaged, with no ramifications, as this 

means repairs can happen promptly.  The members 

know the system records their use of the machine and 

this encourages them to take responsibility and use it 

properly.      

 

   

 This dropsaw requires a person to be standing in front of it, 

before the card reader activates. The saw will deactivate after a 

short time-delay when the person stops using it and then be 

ready for the next person to use.  

 

 

 

 

Ian is in the process of relocating the proximity sensor onto the 

body of the saw so when the saw is rotated it still points at the 

person using it.  Ian was a Sheet Metal Worker for Queensland 

Rail and advised us he was involved in the construction of this 

shed we call “Home”.   
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The Planer above is fitted with a reader and emergency 

stop. The machine switches on with a card swipe and off 

via the Estop. 

All machines that are setup with card readers can be 

locked out of service, that is “Tagged Out” with the swipe 

of the Tag Out Card and this card is kept in the office safe.  

However, the machine still requires a signed Tag Out 

Card to be attached to it to notify members of the 

machine’s status.  At the moment we have a total of 11 

machines fitted with the system with more to come online 

in the near future.  

This has been a project that has taken about 2 years to get to this stage including learning how to use the 

software, programming card-readers and cards as well as adapting the system to each machine. 

In order to keep costs of the system to materials only, I have kept my electrical licence active and this has 

enabled me to implement and oversee the program.  I have compiled a User Manual so any committee-

approved member can keep the system running by programming cards or readers and recording members’ 

details regarding the use of the machines.  

Greg Pobar (Secretary BDMS). 

The lads in the woodshop are always busy.  Greg Eastwell has put a lot of work into his latest project and  

this horse carriage is a testament to his skills.  The springs are made of wood and are functional. 
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The metal shop is always busy, with a focus on trailer repairs as can be seen here where they are in the 

process of replacing the floor in this trailer for a client. 

 
Jim is the supervisor of the metal shop and is also our Vice-President.  Jim is a diesel mechanic by trade and 

he brings a lot of expertise to the Shed that our members really appreciate.  

The office has 2 desktop computers with Microsoft Office 

that our members have access to, and our connection to 

the web is via a 4G modem that uses a SIM card 

connected to the Amaysim mobile network.  A 7 Gig data 

plan costs $15.00 for 28 days. 

The shed is hoping to be connected to the NBN soon but 

we don’t have a physical line to any phone service.  The 

Council is working hard with us to allow the NBN to 

connect us, but they have to put a submission to the NBN 

for us as a New Development so they can start the 

process, and we have been advised this may take 3 

months or more – so is a work in progress.   

All of the Lads at the Beenleigh District Men’s Shed hope 

you are all doing OK during these trying times with Covid-

19 lockdowns becoming more and more a pain in the you 

know what. 

Regards:  Greg Pobar (Secretary and Committee BDMS) 

 

  
Do not let your mind wander too much. It is too small for you to let it out alone. 

Do people talk about you behind your back? Solution: Simply fart. 

Do you remember when I asked you to give me your opinion? That’s right, me neither. 

Doesn’t expecting the unexpected make the unexpected expected? 

Dogs have beloved masters. Cats have waiting staff. 
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 Retired school teacher, John Halpin, an active member of the Tamborine Mountain Men’s 

Shed, provides a tongue-in-cheek account (and warning) to budding DIY handymen. 

DO-IT-YOURSLF FOR DUMMIES 

Professional tradesmen take out accident insurance as a matter of course. They have the 

skills and yet they still plan for trouble! This alone should give every amateur DIYer pause for thought before 

embarking on any project involving more than a blunt screwdriver or lightweight tack hammer. Firstly, there are 

the tools to consider. 

Ladders – using them is the height of lunacy. Hammers – the name alone invites winces for 

the pain to come. Planes and chisels evoke, at the very least, the closest of shaves. Crowbars, 

pliers and snips should stir even the least active imaginations into blind panic. After these 

‘hand’ tools, loom the next category of deadly weapons - 

power tools. Once moving, the slicing, ripping, peeling, 

abrading and gouging bits are not instantly halted. Their 

capacity for maiming various body parts becomes the 

creative incentive for such horror movies as “Texas Chainsaw Massacre”. 

The conundrum in this list of mayhem-inducing equipment is “safety gear”. Steel-toed 

workboots, heavy- duty leather gloves, safety glasses, leather aprons, ‘hard’ hats and the like 

are no real bar to damaging assorted parts of the human body. They merely give the 

inexperienced wearer a totally false sense that all is smooth planing and the project is as good 

as done. Oh, you simpletons, you naïfs, you babes in the DIY woods! Still, human nature is what it is and, 

rather than try to dissuade you (Darwin had the same trouble), I offer a plan of action that just may reduce the 

fallout to the level of survivability. 

Step one involves a cup of tea (coffee is too invigorating) and at least an hour 

relaxing in the squatter’s chair (bought fully assembled, not as a put-it-together-

yourself flat pack) on the deck or patio. This should give you time to reassess the 

actual need for the project and the concomitant perils. It may also provide time for 

the urge to dissipate if you are especially fortunate. The only problem here is that 

your judgment may be affected by the urgings of your dearly beloved. It is bad 

enough that she has put a priority on the project but infinitely worse if she has counseled obtaining the services 

of a tradesman. This suggestion seems to result in instant ‘brain death’ in most DIY aficionados. 

 Should your creative juices, or those of your dearly beloved, overwhelm your 

sense of self-preservation, then you should move to the second stage of planning. 

Like the Boy Scouts, you should be prepared. Discover and 

note the telephone numbers and locations of a) the nearest 

medical centre, b) the nearest Ambulance centre and c) the 

Accident and Emergency section of the nearest hospital. 

You should consult directories to ensure you know the 

shortest route to these facilities or set the co-ordinates in the car’s GPS. Copies of the phone numbers should 

be left beside the house landline, entered into your mobile. The latter is a fallback only, as you will need another 

person to use it since both your hands will be fully occupied in dealing with the injured portion of your anatomy. 

The landline will allow your dearly beloved to make the call since you will not be permitted to enter the house 

under the Blood Rule – “Do not drip blood all over the carpet.” Please note that I advise the mobile phone 

should be near the work site, not in your pocket, for the most obvious of reasons. 
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Thirdly, a basic medical kit comprised of lots of cotton swabs and bandages (there is little need for anything 

else, and how would you use it anyway?) should be located near to the project site. The 

swab packet should already be opened and the bandages divested of their wrappings. 

Sterile dressings, impermeably sealed, are totally useless to someone with a mangled, 

blood-dripping hand clamped by its uninjured partner. Even if you have a spare hand, it 

is virtually impossible to open and extract, one handed, a gauze pad from the sorts of 

sealing films used today. The object of the exercise is to stop or slow the blood flow and 

get to the experts as quickly as possible. You have already shown what a flop you are as a DIY handyman. 

You do not need to compound that error of judgment by trying to be a DIY paramedic. 

Penultimately, you should consider having your dearly beloved near at hand before you actually embark on the 

enterprise. There are definite pros and cons to this procedure. On the plus side of the ledger, she can swiftly 

come to the rescue when the inevitable happens. Owing to the shock and pain, which you may be suffering, 

you will find it easy to ignore the “I told you so,” remarks as she ministers to your 

injuries. She can also drive the car, thus saving you from trying to release 

handbrakes and change gears with the wrong hand whilst hoping the car will 

steer itself and avoid all other vehicles. The downside is that she may stay close 

enough to offer invaluable advice on where the hole needs drilling or how 

important it is cut the timber the correct length. The pertinence of her remarks is 

more than offset by the irritation and consequent distraction (especially if she is 

right) that will lead to the injury you will suffer. 

Finally, you should have ensured that any other projects your dearly beloved has been proposing for the last 

six months, are, in fact, done and dusted before you so confidently embark on 

this particular job. The reasons for this should be so blindingly obvious that they 

do not bear mentioning. But, since you are into this DIY thing, you will have 

ignored them and are in dire need of a helpful reminder. When the inevitable 

actually happens, and you are laid-up, out of action, incapacitated, hors-de-

combat or whatever malapropism you wish to apply 

to the situation, you will have to suffer the gentle 

barbs of your dearly beloved. All those vital tasks 

are yet undone and since they cannot wait (they have for six months, at least), 

‘someone’ will have to do them. You know who that ‘someone’ is and she will not 

let you forget. The ‘expert’ will be called in and the pain of that cost will be doubled 

because you still mistakenly believe you actually could have done them yourself. 

As to the project which resulted in the injury, it could still be there 24/7 for some 

time to come as an unwanted reminder of your shortcomings. Unless your dearly beloved calls in an expert 

tradie! Just how humiliated do you want to be? 

 

  Every rule has an exception. This rule is no exception. 

Everyone has the right to be stupid, but some abuse that privilege. 

Experience is a wonderful thing. It enables you to recognize a 
mistake when you make it again. 
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Pittsworth and District Men's Shed 

We have finished the installation of the ducted dust extraction 

system into our woodworking sheds. The installation was 

carried out by our members and the electrical work was 

carried out by J & B Faux Electrical of Pittsworth. The 

completion of this project would not have been possible 

without the financial assistance provided by the Heritage Bank 

who donated $7000 towards the project. 

 We will be hosting the state member for Condamine, Pat Weir along with Senator the Honorable James McGrath, at a BBQ 

lunch on 17th August at 11.30 to officially commission the dust extraction system. You are invited to attend and for catering 

you must RSVP to mervandmaggie@gmail.com or phone Merv on 0488 224 779 

  

 

 

  

  

In books, there hides great knowledge; knowledge is power; power corrupts; corruption is a crime; crime 
doesn’t pay… basically, if you keep on reading, you’ll end up a beggar. 

Intelligence relentlessly rides in your wake – but you are faster. 

It is a fact of nature that light arrives faster than sound. Which is why some people can appear quite bright, 
until they speak. 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that your urge to pee intensifies as you are unlocking the door. 

It is important to make breaks between individual exercises. I personally stick to breaks of about 3-4 years. 

 

mailto:mervandmaggie@gmail.com
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Situated on the Boonah Showgrounds. 

Main opening days Monday & Friday 8.30 am to 

12.30 pm. Boonah is an easy drive just 40 klm 

from Ipswich. 

 

   

         If you are interested in mathematics, you may find this interesting. It can be used as a Party Joke, however 

you need to know that your friend doesn’t mind disclosing his or her age. 

        Firstly, hand them paper and pencil, ask them to write the size of their shoes….. no fractions, be it 7,8,9 for 

example, then double that number, add 5, multiply by 50…….. now ask if they have had a birthday this year, 

if not, add 1,770 to their sum……  if yes add 1,771. Now ask them to decuct the year they were born using 

four figures. Now you need to have them tell you the number they have arrived at, and, the last two numbers 

should be their age, and the first one, or two, their shoe size. Try this on yourself first, so that you get it right!!        

                                    

Trivia answers: Knee cap, 1877, Three, Five, Squirrels, Mona Lisa, France 
 

Pam Clausen, Secretary and can be contacted on 0417451162 
 

Thank you for reading about the Boonah Activity Shed Inc. 

  

What exactly is DNA? 

 

Common pronunciation being 

Di - oxy- ribo - nucleic Acid. Correct 

spelling being Deoxyribonucleic acid, 

more commonly known as DNA, is a 

complex molecule that contains all of 

the information necessary to build and 

maintain an organism. All living things 

have DNA within their cells. ... In other 

words, whenever organisms 

reproduce, a portion of their DNA is 

passed along to their offspring. 

 

TRIVIA TIME 

Which bone are babies born without? 

In what year was the first ever Wimbledon Championship 

held?  

How many hearts does an Octopus have?                                                                                                                                           

How many eyes does a bee have?  

Power outages in the U.S. are mostly caused by what?  

What is the painting ‘La Gioconda’ more usually known as? 

The Statue of Liberty was given to the U.S. by which 

Country?  

 

Answers below ………. No snooping! 

Photos above are of members Peter and Christine, both of whom are very experienced in their chosen 

fields/hobbies. Christine has ‘the knack’ when it comes to Mosaic, while husband Peter is able to turn his 

hand to Painting/Art, as well as Pyrography/wood-burning.  

 

Sometimes I drink water – just to surprise my liver. 

Sometimes it’s time to lay on the couch and do nothing at all for two years. 
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What’s happening at the Injune and District Men’s Shed? 

The Injune and District Men’s Shed facility was 

opened in January 2020 and the members have 

been busy working on some projects supporting 

the town’s Centenary. The railway section car was 

rebuilt as a Railway Centenary Project marking the 

opening of the railway from Roma to Injune in 

1920. The car is a replica of those operated by 

fettlers on the line up to the closure in 1968 and is 

to be used in an upcoming documentary film ‘Tales 

of the Injune Railway’. It will then be placed on 

permanent display at the former Gunnewin railway 

siding, between Injune and Roma.   Another 

project is underway to mark the Centenary of the 

township of Injune in 1922 which involves the 

restoration of a Sulky donated by a local family.    

    

The Shed has hosted several skill building workshops including leather belt making, black smithing, silver 

smithing and knife making. 

A dedicated group of members collect the 

containers and the refund enables the Shed 

to cover the fixed costs of rates, power, 

insurance, rent and association fees and 

provide additional funds to maintain and 

improve the equipment and facilities and 

provide resources to carry out community 

projects. 

Our new shed here in Injune has been 

quietly getting things together since the 

opening early in 2020. We are only a small 

membership of 20 drawn from the town and 

district. 
 

Cheers! Mike Caffery- Secretary  

They say money doesn’t bring you happiness. Still, it is better to verify things for yourself. 
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Ashgrove Men’s Shed Lunch 

We managed to get a good 

roll up at the Shed, for our 

monthly luncheon despite 

COVID. 

This time, Bangers and 

Mash was on the menu, 

prepared by Malcolm and 

his merry helpers. 

 

 

 

 

Gladstone Men’s Shed 

 

 

It's really complicated to make something simple, but very simple to make something 

complicated. - coolfunnyquotes.com 

https://www.coolfunnyquotes.com/
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Gracemere Men’s Shed Inc. 

 

On the 18th August our Shed was visited by 20 members of the Gladstone Men’s Shed. This was an informal 

meeting with Ron Steen, President, also with his other cap of our Capricornia representative on the QMSA.  

Ron and his team members mingled with the Gracemere members and exchanged many ideas on various 

topics of woodworking and metal works. 

During the morning tea break our President, Cliff Streat, welcomed the Gladstone visitors to our Shed and  

Ron gave a short talk on his plans for the future of the Capricornia region and mentioned a cluster meeting 

he hopes to hold early in the new year 2022.  It will come down to when the date is set for the official opening 

of a new brewery in Gladstone.  The Gladstone Shed has done some work on this project and the owner 

would like to have the cluster meeting on his site to help promote the new brew. 

The Gladstone Shed hired a mini bus to bring the crew up to Gracemere as this was the safer option and 

kept them all together, (Gladstone members are in black shirts). They all enjoyed the outing and we should 

all be doing more of these types of trips between local sheds.  Our Shed was going to have a couple of trips 

out of the way by now but along came Covid-19 and that put the damper on this for the past 18 months. Let’s 

hope the future is brighter for all of us sooner rather than later. 

Photo and Story by Jeffrey Bailey- Media Officer for the Gracemere Men’s Shed Inc. 

 

  

        

This is a 

problem 

as I am 

bald & 

have 

never 

won 

anything. 
Editor 
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Mt Gravatt Men’s Shed 

ART GROUP NEWS 

 

 FROM JOHN RAINES I won 1st prize at Crestmead Artists 

with this painting - the topic was ANZAC Poppies. Alan 

Carter introduced me to this art group which is also attended 

by Gavin Taylor and Wayne Hansen from our MGMS. I would 

also like to take this opportunity to thank Alan for his endless 

enthusiasm and guidance in making painting such a 

rewarding pastime. John Raines. 
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Funnies Page 
 

Apologies from the Editor if ‘Funnies’ are not funny 

 Dear Tech Support, 
 

Last year I upgraded from Boyfriend 5.0 to Husband 1.0 and noticed a distinct slowdown in overall system 
performance, particularly in the flower and jewelry applications, which operated flawlessly under Boyfriend 5.0. 
 

In addition, Husband 1.0 uninstalled many other valuable programs, such as Romance 9.5 and Personal 
Attention 6.5, and then installed undesirable programs such as: NBA 5.0, NFL 3.0 and Golf Clubs 4.1. 
 

Conversation 8.0 no longer runs, and House Cleaning 2.6 simply crashes the system. 
 

Please note that I have tried running Nagging 5.3 to fix these problems, but to no avail. 
 

What can I do? 
 

Signed: Desperate 
 

 
The response (that came weeks later out of the blue)… 
 

Dear Desperate, 
 

First keep in mind, Boyfriend 5.0 is an Entertainment Package, while Husband 1.0 is an operating system. 
 

Please enter command: I thought you loved me.html and try to download Tears 6.2. 
 

Do not forget to install the Guilt 3.0 update. If that application works as designed, Husband 1.0 should then 
automatically run the applications Jewelry 2.0 and Flowers 3.5.   However, remember, overuse of the above 
application can cause Husband 1.0 to default to Grumpy Silence 2.5, Happy Hour 7.0, or Beer 6.1. 
 

Please note that Beer 6.1 is a very bad program that will download Snoring Loudly Beta version. 
 

Whatever you do, DO NOT, under any circumstances, install Mother-In-Law 1.0 as it runs a virus in the 
background that will eventually seize control of all your system resources. 
 

In addition, please do not attempt to re-install the Boyfriend 5.0 program. These are unsupported applications 
and will crash Husband 1.0.  
 

In summary, Husband 1.0 is a great program, but it does have limited memory and cannot learn new 
applications quickly. 
 

You might consider buying additional software to improve memory and performance. We recommend Cooking 
3.0. 
 

Good Luck,  
Tech Support Team. 
 

 

PS: My better half is not a technical person but she read, understood & had a laugh @ this. (Editor) 
PSS: I also am still married & alive. However, Husband-Long-Term V43 is coming up + probably Flowers V50. 

 

   WARNING: Alcohol consumption may cause you to think that you are whispering when you 
are quite definitely not. 

 

We got divorced on the grounds of religious differences. My husband thought he was God. 
 

Can you hear that? That’s my pillow calling and it becomes really mean when I let it wait too 
long. 

 


